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T
he term ‘Homeland’ is usually defined as the country of ori-

gin, one’s native or ancestral place, the country of our na-

tional identity. Where are you from? – this deceptively

simple and oft-asked question seeks to establish the identity of

an individual by         tracing a person to a particular land, com-

munity, language and a set of beliefs. The ‘where’ of the question

seeks to locate us, establishing an intrinsic relationship between

person and place. However, the idea of place is not one of mere

geography. As many cultural theorists have suggested, ‘place’ is

imbued with political and cultural histories, languages are born

here, and it is from place that identity begins to be defined.

Today, many of us move with ease across inter/national

boundaries. We are born in one country we make another our

home. In the resulting crisscrossing of political, social and

cultural borders, we live our lives through hyphenated identities:

belonging here and there; inhabiting multiple places – both

physical and metaphorical. How then, do we begin to answer

the question of where home is for us? Is my homeland the

country in which I was born, or is it the region where my

ancestors lived significant parts of their lives? How far back in

time can I trace my family line in order to fix my place,

my homeland?

The intersection of time and place, of the past and present, is

nowhere more potent than when individuals and communities

have their countries wrenched from them. As physical geographies

become increasingly contested and people are forced to live as

‘exiles’ in other places, past lives and homes are recollected,

indeed  constructed, through remembrance and nostalgia.

—Latika Gupta
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I am from here, I am from there, yet am neither here nor there

—Mahmoud Darwish



19471947 – Partition of India split the large eastern province of Bengal into two on religious lines.

The hindu majority West Bengal and the Muslim majority East Pakistan.



P
akistan's history from 1947 to 1971 was marked by political instability and

economic difficulties. In 1956 a constitution was at last adopted, making the coun-

try an "Islamic republic within the Commonwealth". The nascent democratic institutions

foundered in the face of military intervention in 1958, and the government imposed martial

law between 1958 and 1962, and again between 1969 and 1971.



Almost from the advent of independent Pakistan in 1947, frictions between

the East and the West developed. Separated by more than 1,000 miles of Indian

territory, the two regions, East Pakistan (also called East Bengal) and West

Pakistan, were split along cultural, geographical, and ethnic and linguistic lines.

East Pakistanis felt exploited by the West Pakistan-dominated central

government. 

In 1948, the Government of Pakistan ordained Urdu as the sole national

language, sparking extensive protests among the Bengali-speaking majority of

East Pakistan. Facing rising sectarian tensions and mass discontent with the

new law, the government outlawed public meetings and rallies. The students

of the University of Dhaka and other political activists defied the law and

organised a protest on 21 February 1952. The movement reached its climax

when police killed student demonstrators on that day. The deaths provoked

widespread civil unrest led by the Awami Muslim League, later renamed the

Awami League. 

After years of conflict, the central government relented and granted official

status to the Bengali language in 1956. In 2000, UNESCO declared 21 February

International Mother Language Day for the whole world to celebrate, in tribute

to the Language Movement and the ethno-linguistic rights of people around the

world.

The Language Movement catalysed the assertion of Bengali national

identity in Pakistan, and became a forerunner to Bengali nationalist movements

subsequently leading to the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971.



T
he Bangladesh Liberation War or Muktijuddho war broke out on

March 26, 1971, when the Pakistan Army launched military

operations against Bengali civilians, students, intelligentsia, and

armed personnel. In response Bengali political and military leaders

proclaimed the declaration of Bangladesh’s independence. Defecting

Bengali military and paramilitary, as well as civilians, formed the

Mukti Bahini (Liberation Army), which engaged in guerrilla warfare against

Pakistani forces. 

The Jamaat-e-Islami fiercely opposed the independence of East

Pakistan, and formed militias such as the Razakars, Al-Badr and Al-Shams,

which terrorized and massacred Bengali civilians, particularly religious

minorities.

One of the most violent wars of the 20th century, it witnessed large-

scale atrocities, the exodus of 10 million refugees and the displacement of

30 million people and lasted over a duration of nine months.

India, already providing economic, military and diplomatic support to

Bengali nationalists, entered the war on December 3, 1971, after Pakistan

launched pre-emptive air strikes on northern India. The Bangladesh govern-

ment-in-exile was set up in Calcutta pitting East Pakistan and India against

West Pakistan.  

Overwhelmed by two war fronts, Pakistani defenses soon collapsed.

On December 16, the Allied Forces of Bangladesh and India defeated

Pakistan in the east. The subsequent surrender resulted in the largest

number of prisoners-of-war since World War II.



Assignment 1:
Make a scrapbook of people who made up Mukti Bahini. [photographs,

bio notes, journal entries] using Comic life.



Comic Life – a quick how to guide

Speech bubbles

Comic Panels

Choose a panel and drag it in

ATTENTION!!

Panels can be resized, rotated, moved or deleted

to suit your comic - just click on them once and

edit them the way you want!

- Drag the green squares to resize

- Drag the purple arrows to rotate

Choose a panel lay-

out for your comic by

clicking on it and

dragging it to your

page



Choose images for your Comic

Comic Life will auto-

matically look for

images from your

“My Pictures” folder.

To choose images

from a different

location, click on the

“Explorer” button

Drag images

to panels in

your Comic

Images from your

“Album” are displayed

here



Adding Lettering, Captions and Speech Bubbles

ATTENTION!!

Images can be revized, rotated, moved or deleted

to suit your comic - just double click on them and

edit them the way you want!

(You will know you have selected the image and

not the panel because of the orange border)

0 Drag the green squres to resize

- Drag the purple arrows to rotate

Choose lettering,

captions and

speech bubbles for

your Comic by

clicking on them

and dragging them

onto your Comic



Lettering can be used for titles

Captions can be used for narration

Speech/Thought Bubbles can be used

to show what a character is

thinking/feeling

ATTENTION!!

Lettering and Captions can be resized, 

rotated and moved. Click on them once

to activate these features (much like

images and panels).

Lettering can also be stretched – hover

over your lettering to activate the blue

stretching circles.

ATTENTION!!

Hovering over a speech/thought

bubble will allow you to move it

(green cross), add another arm

(orange plus sign) and change the

direction of the speech arm (blue

circle). Clicking on the

speech/thought bubble will also

allow you to resize it



Changing the Style

Changing the Font Style

To change the Style of

a panel, title, caption,

image or

speech/thought bubble

click on the item and

then click the “Style”

button on the top

Each individual item

has its own set of

styles

ATTENTION!!

To change the style of

an image you must 

double click on the

panel the image is in.

The same rule applies

to text and speech 

bubbles/captions



Saving and Exporting

Saving your comic will result in it being saved as a “.comicdoc” file. This is fine if your

comic is still a work in progress. If your comic is finished, you may want to save it as a

JPEG, BMP or GIF. To do this, you must Export your comic. 

Double clicking on a caption or speech/thought bubble will activate the “Bigger”, “Smaller”,

“Colours” and “Fonts” buttons on the toolbar. These buttons will only affect the font within

the caption or bubble.

Click on File >>

Export >> 

Export to Image(s)



For more information on Comic Life and its benefits in education 

visit http://plasq.com/education/

You must then

choose a location for

your exported comic

Clicking on this drop-

down box will allow

you to choose which

file type you export

your comic as e.g.

JPEG



Assignment 2:
In 2010 the Bangladesh government, led

by the Awami League, set up an

International Crimes Tribunal based

on International Crimes Tribunal

Act 1973 to prosecute the people who

committed war crimes and crimes

against humanities during the liberation

war in 1971.

Early 2013 several trials were

concluded. Produce a 15-minute

television newsreel covering the

verdict of the trials, which includes the

background and details of the

proceedings. Divide the class into three

groups—one group to conduct the

research, one to write the script based

on the research, one in charge of the

production of the news clipping.

Edit using Movie Maker.



Using Windows Movie Maker

Importing Video / Images / Audio

The first “task” in the Movie Tasks panel is called 

1. Capture Video.

From here, you can capture video for our movies or import

video, pictures or music. Clicking on “Import

video/pictures/audio” will allow you to locate and select any

video, images or audio you would like to put into your movie.

When the Import File window opens, you will

be required to choose the files you wish to

import into your movie. 

NOTE! You can import more than one file at a

time by clicking and dragging a large box

around the files you want to import. 



All files that are imported will appear in the Collections panel. 

Timeline View

The timeline view allows you to view all aspects of your movie in timeline form. This is useful for

viewing/editing the length of your video and audio. 

Storyboard View

Storyboard view allows you to view your video as a storyboard. This is useful for easily seeing how

your video clips or images are ordered and what transitions have been used and where effects have

been added. 



Sometimes it may be necessary to edit the length of one of your video clips or images. There are two

methods of doing this: Trimming and Splitting. 

Trimming

Trimming a video clip is quite simply reducing the length of time of a clip or image by trimming time

from the start or end.

Splitting

First of all select the clip/image you wish to split. When selected, the clip/image will be highlighted by

a thick black border. Select on the timeline where you want the split to occur and then click on the

split button (below the movie preview pane).

Editing Techniques

First of all click on the clip you wish to edit. When you do this, the clip/image will be highlighted by a

thick black border. At either end of the clip/image will be two small triangles. 

By clicking and dragging this triangle, you can trim time off the end of (or start of ) your clip/image. 

Splitting a clip or image will split that selection into two parts. These two parts can then be

moved/edited separately.



After clicking on the split button, the original clip is now in two parts. 

The second “task” in the Movie Tasks panel is 

2. Edit Movie. 

From here you can add effects, transitions and titles to your

movie.

Transitions

To add a transition to your movie, click on View video transitions under Edit Movie in the Movie Tasks

panel. A selection of transitions will now appear in the Collections panel. To add a transition in

between two clips click and drag the chosen transition to the transition box in-between the clips.

Adding Transitions and Video Effects

A transition is how your movie changes from clip to clip. E.g. you may want one of your clips to fade out. 

NOTE!! The easiest way to add transitions and effects is in Storyboard view. 



Adding a video effect adds a filter to the selected clip/image. E.g. adding a blur effect to a clip. 

The example above shows how transitions and effects appear on Storyboard view. Transitions appear

in-between clips/images while effects show up as stars on the corner of the clip/image. 

Video Effects

To add an effect to your movie, click on View video effects under Edit Movie in the Movie Tasks panel.

A selection of effects will now appear in the Collections panel. To add an effect to a clip/image click

and drag the chosen effect to the transition box in-between the clips. 



Titles can be added, before, during and after your movie. To add titles to your movie, click on Make

titles or credits under Edit Movie in the Movie Tasks panel.

NOTE!! Switch to Storyboard view and select your clip first!

The next step is entering the text that will appear before/on/after the selected clip. Once you have

completed this, you can change how the titles appear on the clip by changing the title animation, font

and colour. 

Titles and Credits

The next step is to choose when your text will appear. 



When you have completed entering your text click on Done, add title to movie. 

Adding a Soundtrack

To add music to your video, click on Import audio or music from 1. Capture Video in the Movie Tasks

panel. This is the exact same process as importing video clips or images. When you have found and

chosen your music, it will appear in the Collections panel. Simply click on your selection and drag it

to the Timeline. The music/audio track will appear below the video track on the timeline and can be

moved, trimmed and split just like a normal video clip. 

Narration



To add narration to your movie you will firstly need a microphone. To begin recording you must

click on the narration button situated just above the timeline and to the left. 

When your movie is finished it will have to be exported – this will bring all the elements of the movie

together and export it as a .wmv file. Exporting the project allows your movie to be played as a

finished movie file on media players. 

As with most editing software, you will save your work as a project. Your project will be saved as a

Windows Movie Maker file. 

The Narrate Timeline menu will then appear. To start recording your narration click on the Start

Narration button and begin. To stop recording, click on the Stop Narration button and then click

Done. Your narration will appear as an audio track on your timeline. 

Saving and Exporting



To begin exporting your movie, click on Save to my computer in 3. Finish Movie in the

Movie Tasks panel. 

A window will then appear asking you to enter a name

for your movie and a location to save it to. 

Click Next to continue.

The next window will summarise the settings of your 

video before exporting it. 

Clicking on Next will begin the export.





Assignment 3:
Look at examples around the world of civil disobedience and make fact

files for the school library.





Assignment 4:
Collect oral histories of families who migrated from East Pakistan. This could be in

written journal form, audio interviews for internet podcast or video interviews for

short films. 

Project: Short film - Divide the class in groups and ask each group to make a five

minute film from the material they gathered through oral histories. Upload the

films on YouTube.



Resource for Readings and Discussion

TAKE ME HOME
Bhisham Sahni

It was during the partition of the country. A train full of refugees was standing at Wazirabad
station when an incident took place. An elderly man got off with a lota in hand to fill water. A
fair crowd had already formed near the water tap and many others were hurriedly striding towards
it. Everyone was in a slight panic, for the train stopped at this station for just a couple of minutes
and so hot was the sun that everyone wanted to gulp down a little water somehow. In such a
crush, it seemed hardly possible that the old man would be able to get anywhere near the tap.
Even ordinarily people are only too ready to shove one another aside and carry on regardless but
now, of course, it seemed as if everyone’s life depended on being able to manage a drink of water.

‘Oh my dear sirs, please let me have a sip of water! Or I’ll just die of thirst!’
e old man pleaded again and again but no one paid him any heed. irsty, they were all

shouldering each other aside in their distress and the train was about to depart.
Just then the train blew its whistle and the passengers began running back, each to his

compartment, at twice the speed and anxiety with which they had approached the tap. Only a
lucky few had been able to drink at all. Some held utensils filled with water but as they ran back
the water spilled out at each step until more than half had emptied out by the time they reached
their compartments.

As the train blew its whistle and everyone rushed back, the old man still hung about not
knowing what to do. As the crowd thinned it became easier to approach the tap and the old
man alternatively moved towards it to quench his thirst and turned back towards the train for
fear of missing it. us he agonized and writhed in utter helplessness.

Seeing him in this fix fellow passengers from his compartment shouted out, ‘Come back,
dear sir, come back! e train is about to leave.’

Finally the old man started back, still thirsty. But even as he approached his compartment
the train began to move. As the old man made a wild rush for the train the dirty turban tied
around his head came undone; one end of it hung by his shoulder while the other trailed behind
him on the ground.

And then it happened. As the train began to crawl away the old man reached right up to
the door of his compartment but then went sprawling forward. He had reached out to grab the
handrail but couldn’t quite make it and had fallen face down with his body half in and half out.
How lucky that the other passengers had been looking out for him and calling to him; some of
them now rushed forward and quickly pulled him in for the train had passed the platform and
was picking up speed.

‘Praise the Lord, sir! What a narrow escape that was,’ said a fellow passenger.

Assignment 5:
Based on the reading material provided conduct discussions on the various aspects of

forced migration and its relation to identity, security, concept of ‘home’, notions of

belonging, remembrance and the importance of remembrance.



‘If you wanted water, you could’ve asked any one of us to go and get it! You are hardly of
an age now to go running after trains!’ added another, without actually meaning a word of it.

e old man was panting; both his knees were bruised and drops of blood oozed from
where his chin had grazed the floor of the compartment.

‘Well, anyhow, all’s well that ends well. Come now, sit here and try to relax,’ another
passenger said, and gritted his teeth as he took a tiny bit of water from his surahi and helped the
old man drink it. Another passenger tore off a rag from the old man’s turban and wiped the
blood off his chin.

It was now apparent that the old man had no relative or acquaintances travelling with him.
As he had got on the train at a station called Moosa he probably came from some village near it.
But it seemed ever so pointless and futile at a time like that to ask anyone where they came from.
ey all came from the same stretch of land and were headed in the same direction away from
it. It slowly emerged that the rest of his family had already left by the previous train and that he
had boarded this one all alone. God knew where his relatives were by now; it would have been
useless to ask the old man for their whereabouts. In any case the addresses of all the refugees
seemed to have gone drifting down some abyss and who among them knew what lay ahead?

e old man had by now recovered somewhat and sat on the floor, leaning against the door
of the toilet. But his injury still hurt and his utter helplessness appeared to hurt him even more.
Distressed, he began to babble like a child.

‘I want to go home. Somebody take me home, please. I want to go home.’ As he said this
over and over again, he nodded his head from side to side.

e passengers standing around him looked at each other and smiled.
‘Missing home, is he?’ said one of them, ironically. e old man continued to shake his

head and babble, ‘Take me home.’
‘But where is your home? What are you talking about, sir? No one has a home any more.

Where shall we take you?’
e old man opened his eyes for a moment but did not seem to have registered the question

they had asked for presently he was shaking his head again and babbling: ‘Oh good sirs, please
take me home. I want to go home.’

‘He’s off his head,’ said a passenger softly. ‘He’s missing home.’ en, more audibly,
addressing him, he asked, ‘But, old man, where is your home?’

e old man stopped shaking his head and promptly answered, ‘In Miyani. Miyani, district
Shahpur.’

‘So we should take you to Miyani now, should we?’ a passenger shouted at him. ‘Are you
in your right mind? Here we are, homeless and knocking about from place to place and here
you are, missing your blessed Miyani. Want to go there and sit in your mother’s lap, do you?’

But what can one do with someone who’s out of his mind? He still shook his head from
side to side and sobbed like a little child. ‘Take me home.’

Supposing he was really out of his mind? Who among them would take it upon himself to
look after him? One by one the passengers slunk away to their seats. e old man shook his head
and mumbled on, still leaning against the toilet door.

Just then an old woman, sitting in a corner of the compartment and listening to what had
been going on, came forward and sat by the old man on the floor.

‘Kuthai tusan vajna, bhayaji?’1



On hearing the old woman speak the old man suddenly became quiet. He opened his eyes.
His head shaking, for a long time he gazed at the face of the old woman.

‘Miyani vajaso? Main tuhanoo lai vajna?’ (‘You want to go to Miyani? Shall I take you
there?’) e people standing around could make out that the old woman was speaking to the
old man in his own dialect.

e old man seemed to be waking up from a deep and weary sleep. He stared at the old
woman’s face and then suddenly broke down and began to sob uncontrollably. ‘O Rabba dadiya!
Mainu kitthe liya suttiya ee’ (‘O Lord! Where have you gone and flung me?’)

A number of people were moved to hear him cry but at the same time they were relieved
to find that he had not really gone out of his mind, that he had now come back to his senses and
that they need not concern or bother themselves with him any more. For who could have gone
around minding him at a time like this?

‘Mujhe Mere Ghar le Chalo’ translated from the Hindi by Harish Trivedi

Torn between two countries

Separated by boundaries

One gave me birth

The other one hearth

One gave me my heritage

The other one my parentage

One taught me theocracy

The other gave me democracy

Shattered dreams in one

In the other a life in the sun

For whom shall I my loyalty reserve?

Which country shall I loyally serve?

Torn between two countries

Torn between two countries

Separated by boundaries

My heart loves America

My mind longs for Tibet

My body may die in America

My soul will live on in Tibet

—Tsoltim Ngima



MULBERRY ABSENCES
Kamila Shamsie

Forget about pets: I can’t even consider owning plants. ey don’t do well on aeroplanes
or in the presence of customs officials, and I’m never in one place long enough to see one
through the course of its natural life.

Since the age of 18, I’ve spent seven consecutive years at university in the USA, with every
summer and winter in Karachi, and in the four years since I stopped being a student, I’ve been
moving constantly between London and Karachi (and to a lesser extent, Clinton, New York).
I don’t move around so frequently that I never have time to stop and adjust to the routines and
rhythms of a city; and I don’t stay long enough to really truly get settled in.

But already that’s a lie. I feel settled within days of getting to London. I feel settled within
hours of getting to Karachi. I am a Karachiite who travels, a Karachiite who feels utterly at
home in London, a Karachiite who studied, and now occasionally teaches, in the US. Always
a Karachiite. It’s really quite that simple.

at is not to say that all the hopping to and fro has made no difference to my life, my
opinions, my writing—and yet I sometimes do find myself very nearly saying that. Not so much
because I believe it as because I’m reacting against the racism that underlies many people’s use
of tags such as ‘displaced’, ‘diasporic’, ‘clash of East and West’. So often the subtext to those
tags is: ‘She could not have thought of any of these things, could not have held these attitudes
of which we approve, if not for the influence of the West.’ e ‘clash of East and West’ bit gets
used particularly often in reference to my novels and it’s almost invariably used in a context
that implies that tradition and class prejudice and familial ties are an Eastern concept, while
modernity and feminism and independence are Western.

And all I can think of then is the women of my family.
ere is my maternal great-grandmother who was a Member of the Indian Parliament in

the 1920s, and who corresponded with feminists in Egypt and Turkey, and co-sponsored a bill
in the constitution of her political party, the Muslim League, calling for the greater inclusion
of women in politics. She was also, from what I can gather, in many respects a ‘traditional’
woman when it came to her ideas of etiquette and noblesse oblige and other matters—which
only goes to show how absurd the tags about East/West/feminism/tradition are. And she was a
Lucknavi—a woman with a strong sense of the city Lucknow that was her home.

en there is my paternal grandmother, who was a Berliner, a Catholic by birth. She
married an Indian in the 1920s, converted to Islam, moved to India and then to Pakistan, never
went to Germany after 1939, and by the time I knew her was most comfortable speaking Urdu
with a German accent.

And my mother, who went to boarding school in England at the age of nine, didn’t return
to live in Karachi until she was nineteen, and so spent a good many years feeling more English
than Pakistani, though in England she was never allowed to forget that she was, and would
always remain, a foreigner.

With such a background is it any wonder that I never really conceived of a life that exists
only within the boundaries of a single nation? And by that I don’t mean I always knew I would
spend much of my life travelling.

I mean that the over-used word ‘hybridity’—whether it refers to something genetic or
something created through travel—is an attribute that I’ve taken for granted in my life even



while feeling utterly rooted. I can trace my ancestry back to the following countries: India,
Uzbekistan, Germany, Russia, Mongolia, Arabia, Persia—and while I can’t detect any Mongo-
lian, Russian or Uzbek influences on my life (and can’t specifically talk about the influences of
any of those countries on my psyche) I know that in some tiny, diffused way all those places
have contributed to that which I term my Pakistani identity, even though it may not match up
exactly with the identity of any other Pakistani except for my sister.

Having asserted all this, let me repeat: that is not to say that all the hopping to and fro
has made no difference to my life, my opinions, my writing. If I had stayed in Karachi I don’t
doubt I would have been a very different writer. On a purely logistical level, this has to do with
the people who were so important in helping to define the way I think about language and
stories and politics in those impressionable years at university. It’s no small irony that the most
influential of my teachers was the wonderful Kashmiri poet, Agha Shahid Ali, whom I would
probably never have met had I stayed in Karachi. It was through Shahid that I started to read
the Urdu poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz and the Urdu short-story writer Saadat Hasan Manto. It was
through the influence of Urdu poetry on Shahid’s work that I started to learn some of the lessons
of imagery and expansiveness that Urdu can teach so well.

It’s not just that in Shahid I finally found someone who was able to talk to me about Urdu
poetry—it’s also that being away from Karachi made me hungry for home and, therefore, ready
to listen to those talks. When I was growing up, Karachi was the place I was when I wasn’t away
on holiday; it was the place I was when I wasn’t immersed in a book. at’s part of the oddness
of growing up with English as your first language in a place like Pakistan—all the books you
read are set somewhere different, and so your home is never the place where imagination is
located. When I look back now at all the writing I did before I left Karachi, what strikes me
most is the absence of Karachi from my writing. I started writing novels when I was eleven
(I use the term ‘novel’ loosely—but I wouldn’t have said so then; a forty-page book seems like
a novel when you co-author it at the age of eleven); by the time I went to university I was work-
ing on the fifth novel. But none of them was set in Karachi. ey were in dog heaven or ancient
Rome or some Tolkienesque land.

But then I left Karachi. And I haven’t wanted to write about any place but Karachi since.
It started as an act of nostalgia, of conjuring up the place for which I was homesick. And quite
rapidly it settled into the only thing that made sense: how could I write about any other place
when it was only in Karachi that I could understand the silence between and behind so many
utterances?

In all that fiction writing about Karachi during university (which included writing my
first novel) I didn’t ever write about people who left Karachi—the only piece I wrote that had
anything to do with being in a place other than Pakistan was a non-fiction piece (sort of ) called
‘Mulberry Absences’. It went like this:

When you grow up among mangoes it’s hard to have any regard for the mulberry.
I speak from experience, of course. For the first twenty years of my life I don’t think I ever

stopped to consider a mulberry for any longer than the time needed to transport it from plate
to palate, and in its absence I certainly never missed it the way I miss mangoes when summer
is over. I can’t remember what made year twenty one of my life so different; I only know that
one day in 1994, while home in Karachi for the summer holidays, I looked across the dining
table at my sister and said, ‘What’s happened to the mulberry crops? We haven’t seen, let alone
eaten, mulberries in years.’ She regarded me in silence for a moment, the way she does when I
say something particularly stupid, and said, ‘Nothing’s happened to the mulberry crops.



I ate mulberries this year. You’re just not around during the mulberry season.’
Oh, treachery of mulberries. at a fruit so seemingly innocuous should be the instrument

by which the illusion of four years is shattered! Prior to this moment, I’d had no trouble
convincing myself that though I was at college in the US, the fact that I returned home for
four months of the year meant I was not really missing out on life back home.

After all, I was home for at least parts of the crabbing season, the beach season, the mon-
soon season, the wedding season; home for pomegranates, pears, oranges, apples, chikoos,
lychees, watermelons, melons and, yes, mangoes.

Everything was so simple before the mulberries, but after . . . What could I do but become
obsessed? I stayed awake all night trying to remember what else I had forgotten. I raced through
cookbooks, family albums, old diaries, in search of the once-familiar made unfamiliar by
absence. I spent a whole week interrogating people about October at home—and got nothing
more than the shrugged-off description ‘it’s like September becoming November’.

At some point it occurred to me that reacquainting myself with the mulberry would be
the only sane way of reclaiming those eight lost months of the year. I started with food maga-
zines; but while there was plenty of space given to berries of the straw- and black- variety, I
couldn’t find a single mul- in two years of back issues. I did find an entire issue devoted to
avocado, and this incensed me immeasurably. What has the avocado ever done to deserve such
attention except flaunt its own blandness?

e dictionary was my next stop and, lo and behold! in the parenthetical etymology for
mulberry I read: ‘Middle English merberie, mulberie, fr. Middle French moure, from Latin
morum’—and finally—‘from Greek moron.’

Moron indeed, I chided myself. A mulberry was never a mulberry to you when you ate
it. It was always its Urdu self; always shaitoot. Shaitoot, I say out loud.

e word drips—ripe and purple—from my tongue.
e first thing I need to say about that piece is that I wrote it when I was young and

foolish, and that explains my remark about the avocado. Beyond chat, what now interests me
about the piece is the function of the ‘other country’. America is not important for being
America—it’s only significant chat it isn’t Pakistan. In my second and third novels, both America
and England get referred to but only because they are the places from which people return to
Karachi or to which people go and become cut off from home or fear becoming cut off from
home. It’s somewhat disturbingly like all those Empire novels that pretend to be about India
or Africa but are only really ever about England. Except, of course, there’s a different historical
context which rather alters the politics of the situation.

e reason why ‘the West’ is not a more major player in any of my books is that Pakistanis
of particular socioeconomic backgrounds don’t have to leave home in order to feel the influence
of certain places beyond our nation’s borders. Colonialism meant that language and ideas from
far away entered and became part of subcontinental life. And so, if I have a character who
throws Urdu words into English sentences, refers to Ghalib in one breadth and Shakespeare in
another and Charlie’s Angels in another, it’s not because of some East-West clash but just an
expression of the kind of Pakistani she is—the kind of Pakistani she could be without ever
leaving Pakistan. Later, when that character is deciding whether to love a boy of whose
antecedents her snobbish, once-aristocratic family will disapprove she’s not choosing between
East (family) and West (love) as a number of readers (from places outside Pakistan) have
suggested—she’s just choosing between different aspects of her character and upbringing.



Once more, let me say: I know I’m a different writer for all my time in America and
England. I know my relationship with Karachi would be different if I lived there and knew,
this is it. is is where I’ll spend the next year, five years, ten years of my life. I know all this.
But here’s something else that I believe: writers never live in the place about which they write.

What I mean by this is that when you live in a place, you don’t see it. is is not to say I
agree with that oftproclaimed line that expatriate or exiled writers are able to write more
honestly, analytically, accurately about their former homes because distance gives them the
ability to see more clearly. To be honest, I find that line deeply offensive to all the writers who
write so brilliantly about places in which they’ve always lived. We write in one way about the
lovers we’ve left, another way about the lovers we’re forced to leave, another way about the
lovers we meet for a few whirlwind weeks a year, and yet another way about the lovers with
whom we cohabit.

It’s as true of cities as of people.
I’m full of digressions here. So much about this discussion seems to require qualifiers and

explanations. e point I digressed from was this: when you live in a place, you don’t see it. I
mean, you don’t notice it. It is the everyday scenery of your life, some background blur. It is
what is usual, what is normal, what is expected. But writers—wherever they live, however long
they’ve lived there—are always converting scenes into words. To do that you notice the details,
the grains of wood in the doorway of your house. Every time I’m at the beach in Karachi I find
myself wondering, ‘What is the sound of the ocean?’ I’ve never yet found an answer. How, in
words, do you describe the sound of waves breaking in December when the sea is calm, in
March when it’s getting rough, in July when the monsoons make it lethal? I can hear the waves,
right now, as I think about it—but I don’t know the words to describe the sound I’m hearing.
Once, driving through Karachi, I asked a friend to slow down because I wanted to see some
building more closely. She said, ‘What a touristy thing to say.’ But I wasn’t saying it because I
had just got back from London after months away; I was saying it because I knew I would soon
be writing a chapter set in that part of town and I wanted to have a strong visual sense of it in
my head, even if none of those visual details actually made their way to the page. So I believe
that there are ways in which writers mimic travelers—outsiders even—in our ways of seeing,
though not necessarily in our interpretation of the things we see.

How does my tri-continental living affect my writing? I don’t know. I do know that it
does affect it. I do know that it doesn’t affect it in the way many people assume it does. So
many words are spent on discussing writers in ‘multiple locations’ as though there were some-
thing that simultaneously binds us together and separates us from writers who’ve lived in ‘single
locations’. But really, how can any among us who read and, in reading, lose ourselves (and find
ourselves) in countless worlds of fiction, pretend we’ve lived our lives in a single location?

Kamila Shamsie is the author of Kartography (Bloomsbury, May 2002) ‘Mulberry Absences’
appeared, in a slightly different version, in Leaving Home: Towards a New Millennium, ed Muneeza Shamsie
(Oxford University Press, Karachi, 2001)

A QUESTION OF IDENTITY



Jerry Pinto

I am what I wake up in the morning. I turn over in bed and wish I could sleep again. en I cough
a lot and drink some apple juice. I figure out what I am as the clouds of sleep disperse and some sense
of me-ness returns to the Pinto frame. 

Both my religion and my national identity are shaped by these morning moments. Some days I
get up and I find, without surprise, that I am Muslim. Other days, I get up and I am a Seventh Day
Adventist. On weekends, I find that I am generally a Hindu but only on rainy weekends. 

Now as to my national identity. at question is easier to resolve because I have a passport.
erefore I am Indian. 

However, I must say that in my last birth I was a hamadryad1 in Burkina Faso. is was a very
difficult life because no one believes in hamadryads and without belief, the old gods fade and, my
goodness, the fading is much, much faster for lesser beings like dryads2, naiads3 and hamadryads. e
speed of gods fading to hamadryads fading might be likened to the speed of terylene fading versus batik
but we don’t want to get too technical here.

And however, if I may add, I am not sure what the issue is. 
Suppose I were from La Cote d’Ivoire4. Would that upset you? Would you stop reading the column?

Okay, then I’m not from the Ivory Coast.
Suppose I were an Australian aboriginal? Would my desire to indulge in a little Dreamtime offend

you? 
In other words, why do you want to know? 
Are you sure about yourself? 
You are. 
You’re lucky.
My own identity is fluid and like most fluids, it is messy, given to taking on the shape of the

container in which it happens to be placed. is may make me sound like a slippery sort of fellow and
I must admit I am. You would not want me to marry your daughter because you might marry her to a
Sufi and find that she woke up the next morning with a Taoist nun. 

And you know what? You’re going to have to be careful with that daughter of yours. Because I’m
not alone. ere’s lots of us, with indistinct identities. ere’s my Hindu accountant who goes to visit
his mother when he’s feeling down: the Mother of Perpetual Succour. ere’s my Muslim cabbie who
salutes when he passes the shrine of the god who gave him his cab: Ganesha the Lord of Obstacles. And
when I picked up Imaane, beautiful baby born to a couple of shapeshifters, I breathed an Om into her
ear and watched as she fell asleep on my shoulder and then threw up some lunch.

We are all of us slippery. We resist your agendas and your questions. We wonder at your need for
this protective coat of definition, for yourself, for others. Oh we will own up, yes, Roman Catholic, yes,
Indian, no, not Kannadiga, yes, Kayastha, no, yes, no. But inside we know that identity is a lot more
than yes-es and no-es. Inside we know that this messy business called humanity will allow us a lot more
leeway than that. 

What am I?
I’m a Maybe.

Notes:
1. Hamadryad: In Greek and Roman mythology, a nymph who lives in the tree and dies when the tree dies.
2. Dryad: A nymph inhabiting a forest or a tree, especially an oak tree.
3. Naiad: A water nymph said to inhabit a river or waterfall.
4. La Cote d’Ivoire: A country in West Africa, a former French colony, famous for ivory and slaves.



LEAVING; ARRIVING
Zuhra Bahman

e first time the Taliban came to my city was in 1997. I was at school. My chemistry
teacher walked into my class, looking paler than usual. She went straight to her sister who was
in my class and whispered something in her ear. en they both left. All forty of us sniffed the
tension in the air and knew something was happening. Minutes afterwards, we could hear heavy
artillery fire from somewhere nearby. It was frightening. We could not decide whether to leave
the safety of school and risk being kidnapped, raped or killed on our way home, or stay in school
hoping for the fighting to finish. Finally, the vice-principal came into the class. She told us to
leave the school immediately and head straight home. Not even she knew what was going on.

We all ran like mad on the street. Walking as fast as I could, I wished I was invisible, the
thought that anything could happen to me and my parents would never know, was killing me.
It was like a nightmare. e sound of heavy weapons was getting nearer every second, and the
distance to the safety of home looked further. I was almost running but the land was slipping
away, my feet felt tons heavier. Around me were all sorts of people almost running, shopkeepers
closing their shops, old women in burkas searching for their sons. ere was the same look of
confusion on everyone’s face; nobody really knew what exactly was going on. Sadness, helplessness
and insecurity could even be felt in the air; it was thick with the sound of gunfire and full of the
smell of death, fire and gunpowder. Twenty minutes’ walk to my house seemed a lifetime but I
finally arrived home. My mother was waiting for me at the door. My brother was still at school,
which was right in the middle of the city, the place likely to be hit first if the fighting came closer.
My uncle had to pick up my brother and had not returned. We waited for another hour or so,
tuning the radio to check if there was any news about what was going on. But no use: the local
city radio was playing patriotic songs one after the other and the international channels were
not even mentioning my country. I turned on the TV; the local channel did not start until about
four in the afternoon so it was off air. Nor did the international channels we received through
satellite say anything about the war in my city.

My brother, uncle and father came an hour after my arrival. My father’s office had been
closed until further notice. eir bosses had already fled the city on the only flight allowed out;
they were given priority as non-Afghans. e office was left with the security guard. My mother
brought food but we could hardly eat. e sound of the arms was now so near that I could
distinguish between a shot being fired and the sound when it actually hit the ground. My father
was tuning the radio to get Voice of Iran when something exploded so near it shook our windows.
e explosion was followed by a few brief seconds of pure silence, and then the firing carried on
as usual. My uncle thought the explosion was a bomb dropped by a plane that had hit a neigh-
bourhood next to ours called Sayedabad. Most of my friends lived there, and the primary school
that I went to was there as well. I hoped with all my heart that whatever it was, it had not killed
anyone I knew.

I cleaned up the room and piled the dishes in the kitchen, trying to ignore the constant
sound of weapons that was now coming from all directions. In a few hours, when the sun was
setting, my mother told me to clean the kerosene lamp. When I was cleaning the delicate glass
around the lamp, I saw my parents gathering all the little gold jewellery my mother had and the
little money we had, and tying it in a little bunch and hiding it under the stones near the well
in the yard. I felt grown-up as my parents did this in front of me, but I felt a little funny as well
looking at two grown ups trying to find a place to hide their money in darkness in their own



backyard. At about eight at night, the local radio announced that the Taliban were in our city
but the opposition was defeating them. It was far from the truth; the fighting was getting heavier.
By the time we sat down to eat that night, the fighting got so near we decided to get our plates
and go to the basement. Our house was literally in the middle of the battlefield. Behind our
house was the city prison, a huge, castle-like building of raw brick and mud. ere was a tower
on each corner of the building that was used to keep an eye on the prisoners and the surroundings
of the prison building. e prison was occupied and used by the military men of the warlord
that controlled my city. ey used it both as a military base and as a prison for criminals and
prisoners of war. 

It seemed that one of the factions had taken over the prison and was using it to attack the
area right in front of our house, which was a Hazara group’s stronghold. e Taliban particularly
oppressed Hazaras so they were fighting as hard as they could. It was a war between those who
had weapons. Ordinary people of all ethnic groups were living in my area and they were the
ones suffering most. e bullets that hit people were not necessarily shot by the enemy; many
ordinary Pashtuns died by Taliban weaponry and many Hazaras by those who were claiming to
save them.

We spent a few hours in the basement trying not to look in each other’s eyes just in case
we saw hopelessness. Everyone was quiet. My father looked decades older then he was, standing
in one corner of the basement looking from the little window at the little red lines in the sky
that each bullet left. I felt like crying but tears did not come. My brother was playing with marbles
and looked at me with nervous smiles. We stayed up the whole night, waiting for the fighting to
ease up. But it got worse and worse. We could now even hear the voices of military men shouting
orders at each other. We decided to sleep in the basement, so my father, uncle and brother went
upstairs to bring the blankets, pillows and mattresses. I went along. e room that my brother
and I slept in had a window right at the top of the wall that overlooked the street. We heard
some sounds coming from the window so we climbed a table and looked from the window. In
the moonlight we saw that a teenage boy was desperately pushing a handcart on which a wounded
woman was lying, bleeding and moaning. My brother and I felt paralyzed. For the first time I
felt that home was not safe after all, I could die any minute and even my father could not save
me. We did not tell my parents. We went back to the basement and lay in our bed. I fell asleep
quite late. All night there were blood, wounds and death in my dreams.

Next morning my mother woke me up. She had already packed. My father had contacted
one of my relatives from the village and he was coming to pick us up in a taxi and take us to the
village, which was much safer. We were to stay there until things calmed down. We packed in a
hurry. I wore an old brown burka that we had at home just in case it was needed and set off to
our village.

We returned from the village after a few weeks. e Taliban were defeated in the city. My
city reminded me of when I was a child and I used to put water on the little ants’ nest and they
desperately tried to save their house and food. e same was happening with my people in my city:
someone had destroyed our houses, shacked our souls and left us behind to rebuild all we had lost
and mourn for what we would never get back—until they returned to destroy everything again.

e city had not recovered fully from the first attack but it was trying its best to put the
conflict behind it. e huge holes on the walls of my school had just been repaired and painted
white and gave out a strong smell of gach, a white powder mixed with water used to paint walls.
e number of students in the school had suddenly decreased. ere was enough space for the
students to sit, we did not even have to squeeze in six people to one bench. But the number of



teachers was also less than it had been. After a few days, the number of students grew back to
normal. ose who had fled the city were returning and, as the 40 days’ mourning period for
those who died in the conflict was over, people who had lost loved ones were returning as well.
Soon things got back to normal, but still I felt as if there was something to come. I could not
sleep and even if I did I felt as if I would never wake up. I could not start a long book fearing
that I might die leaving the book unfinished. It was happening to everyone; a bang on the door,
dogs barking, breaking of glass, any unusual sound was enough to make us jump.

It was not long before the Taliban returned. ey hit harder this time, taking revenge for
last time’s defeat. is time it was harder: we could hear their progress as they approached our
city. e radio stations were reporting contradictory news of the Taliban’s movement towards our
city: some said they massacred entire villages; others reported people celebrating Taliban successes.

ey were soon in my city. But we were prepared this time. We had enough food at home;
we had hidden our TV antenna in the water well. My mother had bought two old burkas for us.
We had accepted our defeat and had prepared ourselves to be ruled by the Taliban.

What went on in the streets after the Taliban captured them was unknown to us. But there
were dead bodies all over, both Taliban and the opposition. e city had started to give out the
smell of death and dead bodies. People could not dispose of the dead since they feared the Taliban
might disapprove. After conquering the city, they set up rules. ey smashed video and music
shops, they hanged petty thieves in the main square of the city, they lashed women on their
ankles, they slapped young men on their faces, they took away kites, footballs and school from
children. Under the Taliban, our city existed but did not live.

Everyone was trying to get out, so did we. One afternoon, while I was sleeping—there was
nothing else I could do—my mother woke me up. She told me to pack: we were going to
Pakistan. My father’s friend who knew someone at the airport had arranged for us to take a plane
to Pakistan. We had to get ready in less then an hour. I could not decide what to pack, there was
just a small bag to fill. I had sixteen years’ worth of belongings. We left in tears. We left the house
with my uncle.

At the airport, accompanied by my father’s friend, we boarded an old military plane. e
only passengers apart from us were some Arabs who sat well away from us. Flying over my
country, I saw its full beauty. When I flew over the mountains with the snow still on its peaks, I
fell a pleasant cold chill all over my body. I flew over bright blue lakes, identical villages and
cities until the scenery changed to a large city full of traffic. It was Peshawar, in Pakistan. We
landed in a deserted area of the airport. Nobody asked us for our passport, or anything. We
found a gate and got out to the main road, got a taxi and went to my grandparents’ home.

Pakistan was strange, hot and noisy. To keep cool we had to wash ourselves several times a
day and lie under the ceiling fan. We soon moved to Islamabad, which was cooler but still strange
to us. My father remained in Afghanistan. He worked and sent us money; we studied. Although
life was better, there were still problems for Afghans in Pakistan. e fact that we did not belong,
the constant and painful process of adapting to the Pakistani culture while protecting our own
was hard. Pakistani police were also anti-immigrants. ey arrested young Afghan boys for no
apparent reason and unless they were paid huge bribes they were not let off. e police arrested
my brother, who was only fifteen, several times; each time we had to pay money to release him.
e Taliban were equally powerful in Pakistan. As the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan
is virtually non-existent, the Taliban came back and forth as they chose.



I left Pakistan for the UK. I arrived at Heathrow at the end of March. It was cold and
foggy. I had a three-month visa and I wanted to use it before I actually applied for asylum.
I wanted to be sure to look into all the possibilities that existed for me if I lived in any of the
three countries I could. Making a decision was hard: by living outside Afghanistan I felt I was
running from what everyone else I knew was going through.

My parents, aunts and uncles persuaded me to stay in the UK and not return. So, finally,
I decided to apply for asylum. I packed my bags and took the train to the Home Office in East
Croydon. I arrived mid-morning at the Home Office; I was the last person in a queue that
stretched round and round the metal barriers. Suddenly I felt at home: people around me looked
like those from my country. ere were young men with grey hair, there were women wearing
clothes that did not match the surroundings; children shyly playing around, speaking a language
they’ll forget in no time. I knew I was in my new home. 

Zuhra Bahman is now at school in the UK.



LEAVING QUITO
Jorge

Everything here is new for me: the people, women, children, are very different from my
country, because my country is very poor. I come from Quito, the capital of Ecuador, in the
north of the country. My house is big: has two floors and I live with my father and mother,
brother and sister. I am a graphic designer and I work for a company and have my own small
business.

In Quito, people sleep on the streets, children beg on the bus, old people are abandoned,
there is no work and the police are not good. e president who left in 1996 was corrupt; today,
Jamil Mahuad is president. We have high inflation: the price of gas was US$3.50 but now it is
US$25.

I made posters for my political party Moviemento Popular Domocratico. Last February,
the founder, the leader of my party was killed. In 1996, the president ran a telethon to raise
money for the poor at Christmas. But he took all the money and gave it to his brother who
wanted to become the mayor of Quito. I was in a taxi with a friend, investigating the telethon,
when I noticed three people following me. e taxi driver went fast but they intercepted my
car. ey told us to get out and come to their car. ey had police guns. ey blindfolded me
and my friend and told us they would kill us. ey asked for our MPD documents, but I said I
hadn’t got my documents with me. So they said they would kill me.

We drove for twenty minutes and stopped on a bridge. We all got out. ey tied our legs
and threw us over the bridge.

We hung there.
‘Give us the documents or we will kill you.’
‘e documents are in my house,’ cried my friend.
ey pulled me up alone. We went to my friend’s house and they told me to go and find

his documents. ‘Or we will kill the people in the house.’ I was very frightened.
I looked but I couldn’t find the papers. I didn’t know what they would do. But they said,

‘Go away. We will kill you later.’
My friend hung from the bridge the whole day, until some people came to help him.

At the end of the week, I left Quito. 

Jorge is from Ecuador. He wrote this in 1999.
is work appeared in Karibu magazine, part of WEA London’s Looking Writers project for refugees

and asylum seekers.



WAR AND PEACE
Nezam Ghalebi

My name is Nezam Ghalebi and I am seventeen years old. I am living in London. I am
from Afghanistan. I lived in Afghanistan for about ten years and then I went to Russia.

In the past, my family was rich and my father was a member of the government. When I
was born, there were schools in Afghanistan, but I didn’t go to school because of the war. Before
the war Afghanistan was a beautiful country. Before the war my four brothers and three sisters
and my father and mother were living together with all of my family. e war broke out in 1991;
there was terrible fighting with guns and aeroplanes and other weapons. at war lasted one
year.

e second broke out in 1992, the year I was nine. My father was killed when I was six
months old and I have never seen him. We were in the middle of the fighting in Kabul in 1992.
I saw dead and injured people with my own eyes. I never forget that moment. Our house was
destroyed by a rocket. It was disastrous, devastating. We were all screaming and running down
the stairs in shock and panic. I was very afraid of dying. at was a traumatic time for me.

I was looking at our house, and suddenly a rocket fell close to me and injured my leg.
I fainted and woke up in hospital with the doctors, and my mother and my brother looking at
me. My mother was crying. One month later I was feeling better. My brother died in battle. He
was a soldier. When I was ten years old we decided to leave Afghanistan. After two weeks we left
and travelled to Pakistan. We lived there about one year. In Pakistan we lived in a small house.
We paid rent and felt very poor and homesick; we knew we had lost everything we had. It was
too hot and the people were not friendly: ‘Why are you here? Go to your country,’ they said
over and over again. We had no choice but to stay: the war in Afghanistan was so bad we couldn’t
go back there. e situation for my family was unbearable.

en my brother decided to leave Pakistan and travelled to England. After one year we
too decided to leave Pakistan and go to Russia. My brother was in Russia, studying. We lived in
Russia about five years with my brother. After five years we decided to leave Russia and come to
England. We had no choice but to leave because in Russia the government didn’t pay us any
money and they didn’t give us a home to live in.

My brother really loved England so we came to England. Now we are living here in
London. I am happy here but I miss my country and I miss my father, too. I ask myself, why
did he die? I go to school every day and I live with my mother and my brother. But I am happy
because I am living in peace in a country where I can’t see war any more. 

Nezam Ghalebi came to the UK in 1997 and is at Whitefield School in northwest London.



DROPPING GAS: 16th March 1988

It is not quiet in Halabja, though it should be. 
I return from the mountains with the rest. 
What is it about wanting to know?
Wanting to see so that you believe?
What is it about not being able to just let go?

Half of the houses are still standing
and the rest, you can see what they were made of
bricks and cement, windows and doors
flesh and blood.
ere are screams and cries everywhere
of those discovering the bodies of their loved ones
children who managed to escape their courtyards 
and died outside on the steps,
a man's back and the face of his baby under his arm.
My neighbour says, ey are all dead.
He wants to show me his family.
ere are some journalists taking photos, 
some men robbing the dead bodies
and a clear sky—
it's all dead now, cannot be killed any more.

I stand detached from everything, 
observing, believing and not believing. 
My neighbour will lose his mind and kill himself next week, 
a woman who does not find her daughter
will search for her till the day she dies,
the man who left his family behind 
will live in a hell of his own
and the Imam who always called for prayers 
will soon take to drink.

I stand here watching, crying and not crying. 
I know that I don't know anything,
that I will never know anything 
and I know that this ruin
is the only knowledge I will ever have.



MY COUNTRY

I carry it in my handbag every day 
in books about genocide
pictures of mass graves, of leaders hanged, 
children mutilated by chemical weapons.

I carry it in my memories of levelled villages,
cemented springs, polluted land,
in all the cancers, miscarriages, sterility.
I sing my country for the silence that surrounds it
I remember a country forgotten
by everyone else.

PYJAMAS, 1983

at year pyjamas were potential life-savers. 
When the rioting students were attacked
they dispersed into the tiny roads they knew too well 
and entered the first open door on their path
which was shut behind them immediately. 
ey wore pyjamas, drank a glass of water, 
picked up a book
and pretended to be the sons of the family.
en, there was solidarity amongst our people:
it was `Us' versus `em', things were black and white 
unlike now when we're being oppressed by us
even though there is no `em'.



MY MOTHER’S KITCHEN

I will inherit my mother’s kitchen.
Her glasses, some tall and lean, others short and fat, 
her plates, an ugly collection from various sets, 
cups bought in a rush on different occasions,
rusty pots she can’t bear throwing away.
‘Don’t buy anything just yet,’ she says, 
‘soon all of this will be yours.’

My mother is planning another escape, 
for the first time home is her destination, 
the rebuilt house which she will furnish. 
At 69 she is excited about
starting from scratch. 
It is her ninth time.

She never talks about her lost furniture 
when she kept leaving her homes behind. 
She never feels regret for things,
only for her vine in the front garden 
which spread over the trellis on the porch. 
She used to sing for the grapes to ripen
sew cotton bags to protect them from the bees. 
I know I will never inherit my mother’s trees.



TO KURDISTAN

It's June 2003. e war is over, I'm going home. 
ere are no direct flights yet.
I will go to a bordering country and cross over.

I buy handbags full of little jewellery for my nieces 
T-shirts and shorts for my nephews
gold earrings for my sisters in law 
two books and a dress for my sister 
lipstick, nail varnish, perfume and jewellery 
for friends who may remember me from secondary school 
for old neighbours, distant relatives.

I prepare to go home every day,
can't sleep without dreaming of border guards. 
I wish I could bring some books back
then I remember all the Kurdish alphabet books 
that were torn and trodden-on at that border. 
You teach your children Kurdish in the West.
at is where the problem lies,
you teach your children Kurdish.

I will take the repeated advice
and will not say ‘to Kurdistan’, when asked where I am going.
I will save myself the humiliation of being taken to the world map 
and asked, ‘Could you show me where that is on the map?
I don't remember having heard of it.'



WHAT COLOUR?

Where do I put my love for him? 
What do I name it?

Not red like the love we know 
not pink like love for a friend 
not white like love for a brother 
more green than love for those we've grown with 
less fiery than passion.

How do I express it?
And would he understand 
that I crave for his warmth 
yet won't let it touch me?

What colour is this strange feeling?

Is it bluey tinged with green?
Is it orange running towards red? 
Is it purple with a bit of white?
So mixed and difficult to understand, 
what do I call this?

It maybe all the colours I feel and know, 
all the shades that I love and I don't.

What do I call this? Where do I leave it?
And what can I do with all the shades he brings with him?

I must learn to be more brown 
as brown as the patient soil.



TWO POEMS
K. Satchidanandan

e State of ings

Rip Van Winkle
Nothing had changed
When I woke up after twenty years.
I am going back to bed.
Rouse  me when it changes.
I shall then tell you how the world was
In such a way that
You will long to go back there.

God
God is one for all
But our God is one, and a half.
Everybody’s faith is holy
But our faith is more than holy
e colour of blood is one for all
To prove this it was that
We let out your blood on the streets
And still if we pray, mind,
It is to save ourselves from you,
And not to save you from us.

Tree
A seed we sowed for posterity
And waited sleepless for it to bloom.
e sapling went up leafless straight
In the end we saw a hang-tree stout.
Only it remained to choose a hang-man:
Once in five years.



AFTER THE WAR

At the end of the war
when the counting of corpses
began, the Pandavas and the 
Kauravas together beat
their brows in horror.
‘Why did we fight?’ asked
the Pandavas. ‘How did they die?’ asked
the Kauravas. ‘Aren’t 
we kin?’ Pandavas
wondered. ‘Aren’t we neighbours?’ Kauravas
wondered. ‘Our rivers
are the same,’ said 
the Pandavas. ‘Our languages are the
same,’ said the Kauravas.
‘Our house was on the 
other bank of the 
river,’ remembered the 
Pandavas. ‘Ours too,’
echoed the Kauravas.
‘e same earth, the
same sky, the same
water, the same food,’
Pandavas sang in a chorus.
‘e same tree, the
same blood, the same
pain, the same dream,’
Kauravas took up 
the refrain.
en they polished 
their guns and began 
shooting one another.

‘Avasthe’ and ‘Yuddhan Kazhinju’ translated from the Malayalam by the author



The 
PeaceWorks

School 
Curriculum

Teaching Divided Histories

The Hindu Muslim Divide



Question, Understand, Debate – raising a collective consciousness

In India Hindu Muslim riots can be traced back to 1893, some sparked off by

religious processions, disputes over temples and mosques, cow protection

movements and so on. 

One of the first major communal riots took place in August 1893 in Mumbai

in which about a hundred people were killed and 800 injured in riots that lasted

over six months. Starting from Mau in Azamgarh district it spread across

Northern India spreading its tentacles all the way to Bombay and Rangoon.

Assignment 1:
Discuss the cause of the riots. Research the current unrest in Myanmar between

Buddhists and Muslims. 

Assignment 2:
Create a news podcast of a current conflict based on religious grounds.



The Calcutta riots of 1946—also known as ‘Great Calcutta Killing’

or ‘Direct Action Day’ (16 August 1946) was a day of widespread

riot and manslaughter in the city of Calcutta.

Five to ten thousand dead—fifteen thousand wounded between

August 16 and 19, 1946. 

The region most affected by the violence was the densely popu-

lated sector of the city bound by Park Circus and Lower Circular

Road on the south, CIT Road on the east, Vivekananda Road on

the north and Strand Road on the west. Official estimate put the

casualties at four thousand dead and hundred thousand injured.

Other sources put the death toll at seven to ten thousand. Some

authors have claimed that most of the victims were Hindus.

However, others indicate appreciably more Muslims were killed

than Hindus.

Skirmishes between the communities continued for almost a

week. Finally, on 21 August, the Muslim League Govt was

dismissed and Bengal was put under Viceroy's rule. 

Five battalions British troops, supported by four battalions

Indians and Gurkhas, were deployed in the city. Lord Wavell

alleged that more British troops ought to have been called in

earlier, and there is no indication that more British troops were

not available. The rioting reduced on 22 August.

Assignment 3:
a) Research Direct Action Day

b) Write a script for a radio show urging people to stay calm and help each other during

this time of crisis.

c) Make a news archive on the ‘Great Calcutta Killing’ —encourage students to visit news

paper houses and request access to their archives, besides accessing online resources.

d) One student performs Manjula Padmanabhan’s monologue ‘Know the Truth’ [page].

This is followed by a discussion on the role of media in sensationalizing news for TRP’s. 

e) Discuss the media’s responsilibities. Divide the class in groups and get each group to

present one true story that illustrates responsible media coverage.



India and Pakistan won independence in August 1947, following a nationalist

struggle lasting nearly three decades. Unfortunately, it was accompanied by the

largest mass migration in human history of some ten million. As many as one million

civilians died in the accompanying riots and local-level fighting, particularly in the

western region of Punjab which was cut in two by the border.

The agreement to divide colonial India into two separate states—one with a Muslim

majority (Pakistan) and the other with a Hindu majority (India) is commonly seen

as the outcome of conflict between the nations' elites. This explanation, however,

renders the mass violence that accompanied partition difficult to explain.

In 1948 after the partition, Noakhali in Bengal and several villages of Bihar were

the worst hit.

Assignment 4:
Identify a parent, teacher neighbor or family friend born between 1930 and 1967. Do•

oral interviews on their memories of partition. Share in classroom.

Family album: Locate a family who migrated during the partition. Request them to share•

their family album. Select photographs that depict life before and after partition. Request

permission to photocopy/scan these. Document and create an album with one line cap-

tions to the photographs.

Share the album in the classroom and ask the students to write a fictionalized account•

of this family’s partition story.

Films on Partition: Students should make a list of films made on the subject and collec-•

tively plan an annual calendar of film screenings and execute the events.

Literature on partition: Read Bruised Memories Edited by Tarun K. Saint, The Other•

Side of Silence by Urvashi Butalia. Encourage further reading. [See Glossary]

Assignment 5:
Divide the class into 7 groups. Assign the task of researching one of the above mentioned incidents•

each, write a script and make a short documentary that presents the background, the damage and

the aftermath of each of these riots.



1960s there were communal clashes in Jogeshwari, a far-flung suburb of Mumbai.

1961 Jabalpur in Madya Pradesh witnessed the first major Hindu-Muslim riots since

the partition.

1969 Gujarat witnessed its first major riot that involved massacre, arson and looting

on a large scale. At least one thousand people died during this riot. At the time there

was a dispute over the leadership of the Congress party between Indira Gandhi and

Morarji Desai. There were suggestions that violence was deliberately engineered to

discredit the chief minister of Gujarat who was a supporter of Mr Desai.

1970 there were communal riots in Jalgaon, and some other areas in Maharashtra.

1979 in Jamshedpur and Aligarh.

1980 in Moradabad.

In 1984 again in Maharashtra, Bhiwandi and parts of Bombay burnt due to riots. That

set the scene for clear divides in future on Hindu Muslim lines in the city. 

Assignment 5:
Divide the class into 7 groups. Assign the task of researching one of the above mentioned incidents•

each, write a script and make a short documentary that presents the background, the damage and

the aftermath of each of these riots.



1987 Meerut riots: The riots began on 21 May 1987 and continued for two months.

The state police conducted a probe but all cases were later withdrawn by the state.

The armed personnel accused went scot free.

As with most riots, there are conflicting versions on what set this one off: burning of

mills or a reaction to the carnage by the Provincial Armed Constabulary (PAC)

personnel. A majority claims it was the armed police.

Assignment 6:
Debate: Where do police failures to deal effectively with communal tension arise?•

Their own inadequacies or from unabashed politically motivated agendas.

Assignment 7:
Show the clips provided with the resources•

Discuss the aftermath of riots. Focus on human aspect. How the victims managed to get back on•

their feet. Talk about specific people, their experiences.

Consider the loss in terms of damage to property. The expenditure incurred in rebuilding/repairing•

everything. 

Discuss the concept of collateral damage. •

Ask the students to write a short story that demonstrates how communities help each other in•

moments of crisis. For eg: “For me, personally, the biggest hope came two decades ago—in fact,

the day after the Babri Masjid lay demolished. My school-going children had stayed at home, only to

be joined by their friend, Radhika Subberwal, whose mother made it a point to drop her at our place

to be with us on that crucial and tense day. From the safe confines of their apartment at the Ashoka

Hotel (where Radhika’s father was the General Manager) to our flat on Shahjahan Road….this, when

she was well aware of the grim fact that it was a Muslim home and so could have been attacked in

the aftermath of the demolition and rioting.”



1992 the demolishing of the Babri Masjid sparked off the worst Hindu Muslim riots

in Mumbai, since the 1893 Bombay Presidency riots.

For five days in December 1992 and then again for a fortnight in January 1983, the

city witnessed unprecedented riots. As many as one thousand seven hundred and

eighty eight people were killed and property worth crores of rupees destroyed.

Assignment 7:
Show the clips provided with the resources•

Discuss the aftermath of riots. Focus on human aspect. How the victims managed to get back on•

their feet. Talk about specific people, their experiences.

Consider the loss in terms of damage to property. The expenditure incurred in rebuilding/repairing•

everything. 

Discuss the concept of collateral damage. •

Ask the students to write a short story that demonstrates how communities help each other in•

moments of crisis. For eg: “For me, personally, the biggest hope came two decades ago—in fact,

the day after the Babri Masjid lay demolished. My school-going children had stayed at home, only to

be joined by their friend, Radhika Subberwal, whose mother made it a point to drop her at our place

to be with us on that crucial and tense day. From the safe confines of their apartment at the Ashoka

Hotel (where Radhika’s father was the General Manager) to our flat on Shahjahan Road….this, when

she was well aware of the grim fact that it was a Muslim home and so could have been attacked in

the aftermath of the demolition and rioting.”



2002 Gujarat witnessed a pogrom. On 27 February 2002, the Sabarmati Express train

was attacked at Godhra by a Muslim mob. Fifty eight Hindu pilgrims returning from

Ayodhya were killed in the attack. This in turn prompted retaliatory attacks against

Muslims and general communal riots on a large scale across the state, in which seven

hundred and ninety Muslims and two hundred and fifty four Hindus were ultimately

killed and two hundred and twenty three more people were reported missing. Five

hundred and thirty six places of worship were damaged: two hundred and seventy

three dargahs, two hundred and forty one mosques, nineteen temples, and three

churches. Muslim-owned businesses suffered the bulk of the damage. Sixty one

thousand Muslims and ten thousand Hindus fled their homes. Preventive arrests of

seventeen thousand nine hundred and forty seven Hindus and three thousand six

hundred and sixteen Muslims were made. In total twenty seven thousand nine hun-

dred and one Hindus and seven thousand six hundred and fifty one Muslims were

arrested.

The nature of these events remain politically controversial in India. Some commen-

tators have characterized the deaths of Hindus and Muslims as a genocide in which

the state was complicit, while others have countered that the hundreds of Muslim

and Hindu dead were all victims of riots or "violent disturbances". The Country

Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2012 prepared by the State Department and

mandated by the US Congress, noted the the failure of the government to protect its

people in the 2002 riots and Human rights groups' continuous allegations that

investigative bodies showed bias in favour of Narendra Modi.

Assignment 8:
Debate: Narendra Modi for Prime Minister.•

Assignment 9:
Discuss the role of justice. What happens when keepers of law and order become perpetrators.•

[Use movie clip provided in folder named Justice]



In Dhule, a peaceful city, Hindus and Muslims lived together till 2008 when rumours

sparked off fierce rioting destroying temples and mosques and innocent lives. Four

years later, riots engulfed the city claiming more lives and this time the policemen

who were the perpetrators were caught live on camera.

Assignment 9:
Discuss the role of justice. What happens when keepers of law and order become perpetrators.•

[Use movie clip provided in folder named Justice]
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